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1 - The comment

Well,it all started during either mah 2nd or 1st week on FAC. (i never can remember,STUPID MEMORY
BLACKOUTS!!!!!)
~*~*~*~*~*~*~**~**~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~**~*~*~*~***~*~*~***~*~**~*~*~*~*~*~***
I was editing my profile with a brand-spanking new pic,when I saw a little box at the bottom of the page.
It read:"Email me when my pictures get new reviews"
So,DUH,I clicked on the box,a little check appeared in the box.

Later that day I checked my email,and it said I had gotten a new comment on my profile! :)
Of course,I WAS THRILLED! :3
So I just HAD to check it out! (It would've been a sin not to....:) )
I clicked the link and BOOM! I saw the comment,and was even more thrilled than I was 5 seconds ago!!!
XD



2 - Now,lets tackle that comment!

Someone named "Senkoneko",had commented?! O.O
At first I thought,"Cool name!"!
So I read it,she was asking me 2 read her stories! ^-^
And,why wouldn't I say yes?! O__o;
So thats what I wrote back! Right away I read those stories!! '_'
They were both hilarious! ^O^

After the stories,I decided to email!(YAY EMAIL!)
Then I asked her if she wanted a request or 2.
And OF COURSE she said yes!(Who could resist a free request?!)
She asked for a kitty named Kitty! (Thats cute!And ironic.)
I made the picture,and along with that I asked her if she wanted
to be friends!
And..and...she said......YEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEESSSSSSSSSS!!!!!!
I WAS SOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO HAPPY!!!

~$~$~$~$~$~$~$~$~$~$~$~$~~$$~$~$~$~$~the
end~&~&~&~~&~&~&~&~&~&~&~&~&~&~&~&~&~&~
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